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The Council shall establish the emblem and may establish other symbols of the
Pacific Games and the Pacific Mini Games. All rights to the emblem and/or other
symbols shall belong exclusively to the Council.
The Council shall establish the flag of the Pacific Games and the Pacific Mini Games.
All rights to the flag shall belong exclusively to the Council.
The emblem and/or other symbols and flag of the Pacific Games and the Pacific Mini
Games, or any representation thereof, shall not be used for any purpose without the
express written approval of the Council.
Each PGA may and each OC shall incorporate the emblem of the Council along with
a design of its own choosing to make its own emblem, subject to the written
approval of the Council.

6. The emblems of a PGA and OC shall not be used for commercial purposes
except as specifically allowed under Article 28.

ARTICLE 27 - Symbol, Flag and Emblems
1.

2.

3.

4.

the Saipan Mini Games
Pacific Mini Games Saipan
CNMI PMG
2022 NMI PMG
Mini Pacific Games 2022 Northern Mariana Islands

Proper Terminology
The games should always be referred to as the Pacific Mini Games. You can also use the
full official name: Northern Marianas Pacific Mini Games 2022, which is commonly
referred to by its shortened version: NMPMG2022.

It is to be officially referred to as either: NMPMG2022, Northern Marianas Pacific Mini
Games 2022, or the Pacific Mini Games 2022. When using the year, it should always be
referenced with the year last. the Pacific Mini Games can be shortened to PMG. When
referring to the host (and solely referring to the host), please use "Northern Mariana
Islands" , "NMI", or "Northern Marianas". 

Incorrect wording or terminology when referring to NMPMG2022:

REGULATION 15
Flag and Official Emblem
The Official Flag of the Council will comprise the Official Emblem of the Council “name
it” set on a white background featuring “PGC” above “Name It”.
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The NMPMG2022 Official Logo - Usage Guidelines
The NMPMG2022 logo should work across all media. The style you choose will depend
on the environment in which the logo appears. To ensure the expression of the logo is
right for its context, we have created a system that includes different color systems and
versions. So whether the logo appears on print, web, screen, TV, or fabrics, you will have
great design flexibility to adapt the logo to its appropriate design context.

The NMPMG2022 logo is unique, cultural, and unifying, representing the key values that
characterize the Northern Marianas and the Pacific Games.

Northern Marianas Pacific Mini Games 2022
Pacific Mini Games 2022
NMPMG2022
NMPMG
Pacific Mini Games
PMG2022
Northern Marianas 2022 (as seen in our website url and social media handles)

#northernmarianas2022 
#NMPMG2022 
#RisingUptotheChallenge 
#PMG2022 

Proper Terminology Continued
Correct wording or terminology when referring to NMPMG2022:

Other phrasing used in association with NMPMG2022 is our official slogan, "Rising up to
the challenge!" The official slogan is a part of the NMPMG properties and therefore
cannot be reworded or changed in any way when being used. The only approved
change to the slogan is "Rise up to the challenge" which should only be used if the
phrase "Rising up to the challenge" would be grammatically incorrect. 

Official hashtags used to affiliate social media posts to NMPMG2022 are:

The usage of these hashtags should only be in reference to NMPMG2022 and posts will
be reported if they contain any derogatory, hateful, or inappropriate language and/or
imagery. 



Latte Stone
The main depictions of this logo are the 
latte stone, ancient stone pillars used by the 
Chamorro people as building supports, and the 
mwaar, a traditional headdress worn by the 
Carolinians, as depicted with two individuals 
supporting the red flower headdress. The 
outward boundaries of the two Mariana Island’s
individuals delineating a silhouette of a latte 
stone complete with haligi (pillar or base of the 
latte stone) and tasa the hemispherical mwaar
stone cap. 
The mwaar has eleven flowers facing forward and symbolizes the 11th Pacific Mini
Games to be hosted for the first time in Games history by the Northern Mariana
Islands. The red color of the mwaar is representative of the NMI’s national tree – the
Flame Tree.

The three individuals in blue, yellow, and green are a call for diversity and unity 
in this large event. While the other two support the mwaar, the middle individual
reaches upward in a “reach for excellence, as a champion in their own 
right.” This individual’s body/torso also outlines the sail of a proa, an ancient traditional
sailboat used by the seafaring ancient Chamorro. This individual is decorated with 14
white clear spaces, symbolizes the 14 islands of the Northern Marianas Archipelago.

As such, the NMI games are supported by international collaboration. The purple
‘wave element’ sits at the base of the logo represents the water of the Pacific Ocean
that connects all the Pacific Games Associations and is the logo of the Pacific
Games Council.
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The NMPMG2022 logo has two main layout versions.
The logo should work across all media. The style you choose will depend on the
environment in which the logo appears. To ensure the expression of the logo is right for
its context, we have created a system that includes different color systems and versions.
So whether the logo appears on print, web, screen, TV, or fabrics, you will have great
design flexibility to adapt the logo to its appropriate design context.
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In the logo kit provided, you will find the following color versions CMYK, Pantone, RGB,
and WebHex: The logo is a flat logo, it is not 3D. The Flat Color version can be used in all
publication cases depending on the color of the background being used.

Portrait Version
19.

Landscape Version



Our logo has monochrome versions that can be used in special cases, when only one
color printing is possible or when using contrasting light or dark backgrounds. 

Embroidery 
Screen printing
Vinyl cut 

On contrasting light backgrounds
On contrasting dark backgrounds 

1 Color

Embroidery
There is a special version for embroidery and special cases, in which the NMPMG2022
logo uses only solid color. 
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It is important that the logo is always reproduced in the correct colors. Please use the
specific breakdowns provided to get the best possible color matches. All artwork files
are available using the correct colors and gradients, and are not to be altered in any
circumstances. The colors that appear on your screen or that you print from your
computer may not accurately represent the colors. 
Please note: the lettering at the bottom of the portrait logo, or on the right of the
landscape version, is a part of the Logo and cannot be taken out when used. 

To access the Logo files, please send a request to Nishtah Sharma Thomas, the
Marketing and Communications Supervisor, at: marcom@northernmarianas2022.com
All usage of the logo MUST be approved by the Marketing and Communications Supervisor

Logo Colors
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CMYK       PANTONE      RGB          WEBHEX

3,21,94,0

58,72,0,0

84,54,5,0

77,9,100,0

0,85,100,0

#F8C627

#9F56A2

#6FBE44

#F36C21

#0098DC

123

7683

7417

7738

7676

61,166,72

47,112,177

240,79,35

126,95,169

248,198,40

#2F70B1

#F8C628

#7E5FA9

#F04F23

#3DA648

#DFA918

#3071B1

#F04F23

#7E60A9

#3DA648

! Available only in flat (embroidery) color version

The icon of the main logo version (full color tonal) is comprised of 5 main color
groups.

Gradient

22.
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A logo is the embodiment of a brand, we could say it is the brand simply summed up in
one tiny, neat little package. Therefore, the logo must at all times be perfectly legible
without obstructions. For this reason, a minimum area of breathing around the logo
should always be maintained, allowing it to breathe and shine. The NMPMG2022 logo
must at all times have the clear space that is specified on this page.

Clear Space



The full color version of the logo should always be used when possible. The main
version of the logo (full color) should always be used over white, black, or greyscale 
 backgrounds (1). 

Whenever the logo has to be displayed over conflicting images or backgrounds, a
white box/area could ideally be created (2) or, when this is not possible, the
monochrome - all white or all black - versions of the logo could be used (3). 

Our logo is an essential part of our brand and it should be kept in its pure form and
within the rules specified here.

Logo Use
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DO NOT STRETCH THE LOGO 

DO NOT CHANGE 
THE PROPORTION DO NOT CROP THE LOGO

DO NOT ROTATE THE LOGO

DO NOT ADD ANY
TRANSPARENCY

DO NOT CHANGE THE
COLOR OF THE LOGO

DO NOT USE THE FULL
COLOR LOGO OVER

CONFLICTING IMAGES

DO NOT ADD STROKE OR
OUTLINE THE LOGO

DO NOT USE SAME
LOGO COLORED
BACKGROUNDS

DO NOT ADD SHADOW
OR ANY EFFECTS

DO NOT CHANGE THE
POSITION OF ELEMENTS

When using the logo, be wary not to alter, tweak, mutilate, or take any personal
creative freedom that breaks the specific rules set out in this book. The following are
merely a few examples of practices that would violate the logo and ultimately the
NMPMG2022 brand:

Unacceptable Logo Use
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DO NOT REMOVE
ANY ELEMENTS



Sports Pictograms
There are 9 sports on the program for the Northern Marianas Pacific Mini Games 2022:

Athletics, Badminton, Baseball, Beach Volleyball, Golf, Tennis, Triathlon, Va'a (Outrigger),

and Weightlifting. 

Each sport has a designated pictogram, seen below, the color of each pictogram

corresponds to the set colors of the logo, the color of the pictograms cannot be

changed. When placing/listing the pictograms together, they would be placed in

alphabetical order (as listed above, and shown below). 

In terms of approved backgrounds, the colored pictograms have more flexibility than

the logo, and so they can be placed on different colored backgrounds as long as the

pictograms are still clearly visible.

If placed over a conflicting background, the black and white version, seen below, of said

pictogram should be used. 

Other regulations previously and subsequently stated for the NMPMG2022 Logo, also

apply to the sports pictograms.

Please contact the Marketing and Communications Supervisor, Nishtah Sharma

Thomas, at: marcom@northernmarianas2022.com to access the proper pictogram files.
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27.
Typography
To communicate quickly and simply without distracting from your message, our brand
consistently uses “Montserrat” as the primary typeface. Choosing from a combination of
weights, you can use our as the primary typeface to create a clear and consistent visual
hierarchy. Done right, your use of type will draw readers’ attention, first, and maintain a
sense of clarity, order, legibility, and structure throughout your written communication.

Montserrat Light (Best Used For Footer Note) 
ABCDEGFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890!$#%&*?@(){}[]|\/<>;:

Montserrat Regular (Best Used For Paragraph) 
ABCDEGFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890!$#%&*?@(){}[]|\/<>;:

Montserrat Medium (Best Used For Quote) 
ABCDEGFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890!$#%&*?@(){}[]|\/<>;:

Montserrat Bold (Best Used For Subheadings) 
ABCDEGFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890!$#%&*?@(){}[]|\/<>;:

Montserrat Extra-Bold (Best Used For Headings) 
ABCDEGFHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890!$#%&*?@(){}[]|\/<>;:
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of the Northern Marianas Pacific Mini Games 2022Official Partner 

*partner’s logo*

OF NMPMG2022OFFICIAL PARTNER

*partner’s logo*

Our logo may be displayed in conjunction with an official partner or sponsor logo. In this
case, the approved digital artwork for official partners (to be provided under request-
please email: marcom@northernmarianas2022.com) must always be used. Never
attempt to generate it using single elements without the use of the approved logos. 

Official Partners - Sponsors
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PLEASE NOTE: Any signage, banners, or advertisements can say "Official Partner of
NMPMG2022", or "Good Luck Team NMI! - From *Sponsor Name* (Official Partner of
NMPMG2022)", or something along those lines, however all official sponsors of the
Northern Marianas Pacific Mini Games 2022 cannot utilize athletes in advertising or
promotion of product unless a specifically negotiated otherwise.

Due to the different nature and layout of each future partner’s logo, the final
composition must always be submitted to the Marketing and Communications
Supervisor for approval of conformity with our brand guidelines. 

The wording 
“Official Partner of the Northern
Marianas Pacific Mini Games 2022"
 or
 "OFFICIAL PARTNER OF
NMPMG2022” 
in the specific language and
typeface should always be used. 
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NMPMG2022 Coverage

Correct
Wording

and Logo
Usage for
Editorial

Media organizations can reproduce the NMPMG2022 properties (the logos, pictograms,
full proper name, and shortened name) in an editorial context for legitimate reporting
and informational purposes, thereby providing factual reference and coverage of the
Pacific Mini Games 2022. They can be used to identify or illustrate news stories related
to the Pacific Mini Games 2022. 

The NMPMG2022 properties must not be used in advertising or in any form of
commercial content, to promote any entity, brand, product or service, including that of
the media organization itself, unless used by an Official Sponsor or Discount Supporter
(who have sought the appropriate prior approval from the Marketing and
Communications Supervisor before submitting).

The NMPMG2022 properties must not be used in a way that suggests a formal
association between the media organization or any third parties and the Pacific Mini
Games Organizing Committee, e.g. in advertorials or promotional campaigns for the
media organization or any third parties.

Editorial Use
29.

2022 NMI Mini Pacific Games

Incorrect
Wording

and Logo
Usage

*Unauthorized
Media Name,
Ad, or Brand

Logo*


